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introductton.
Simple linear rank statistics arise in a variety of situations, particularly in the problm of testing the equality of two or more distributions by non-parametric tests. While the asymptotic distributions of simple linear rank statistics have been studied extensively (see, e.g., HIJek and Sidik (1967) ), investigations concerning their large deviation properties have been made only rec:ently (Stone (1967 (Stone ( , 1968 (Stone ( , 1969 .and Woodworth (1.970)). Tn t-his paper we study the rates of convergence to zero of null probahilities of excessive deviations of k-sample (k ; 2) simple linear rank statistics. 'We begin in this section with discussions of the notions of an excessive deviation and of a simple linear rank statistic. The results are in Section 2 and the proofs are in Section 3.
The concept of an excessive deviation of a random variable will.
he discussed here in a general setting. Let {SNo N > 1) be a sequence of random variables with positive finite variances and Linnik (1960 Linnik ( , 1961 Linnik ( , 1962 , and others.
Only right-hand deviations *SN ( XNSI have been discussed
here. This practice will be continued throughout this paper.
All results for right-hand excessive deviations have immediate extensions to left-hand deviations (SN < -XNIN) and two-siled deviations I's
We will now define a simple linear rank statistic. Let 
where f is a known density and 1', ...' Ak are known constants.
A lt, :ll y Iy o t power fu1 t es t of H versi ts q is •astd(I (in th&, .. (1967, 1968, 1969) and Woodworth (1970) 
-jul jul
Let SN be as defined in (1.5). Throughout the rest of this paper we will assume that the null hypothesis H holds. Then ESN -0 and var SN -N 2 2 10/(N-). We define PN(XN) to be so we define PN(XN) to be
We can now state our main results. 
P{S N Z! xN (MN -A½N
We now state our additional results for the two-sample case.
Observe that (2.9) includes both (2.4) and (2.5). 
We begin the proofs with some preliminarles and four lemmas which will be used in proving both Theorems 2.1 and 2,2.
To siaplify notation, we will often write a± for aN(i), A, for xNit OA for aON etc., suppressing the dependence on N. vectors taking values in T, but art not identically distributed. 
N
Proof. From (3.6) and (3.7), "(3.10) P (xN)
which is equal to the rigfht hand sidc of (3.8). L-1,-, .. 1 io nc.r proved.
Observe that (3.8) is an identity in the k+l arbitrary variables p 1 , ."'" Pk and h. We will later exploit this fact by making convenient choices for these quantities. But first we will obtain asymptotic approximations to all the factors in the itght-hand side of (3.8) except AN. We begin with P(Z(N) -p, (3.19) VT N AtP (1-pi) + O(Nhy ), Consider the left-hand side of (3.16): Irof of Theorem 2.1
In addition to Laneu 3.1-3.4, we need two lomas specifIt'ally for Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 3.5. Define AN by (3.9) .
Then for each N and any h > 0, (3.22) n z log AN +
On the other hand,
by Chebyshev's inequality. Lemma 3.5 follows.
We will now choose values for p 1 , p ,k and h for the k-vFtmple case. Let or ii
JQTit
Lemma 3.6 follows.
We can now prove Theorem 2.1. This will be done by sub- 
By the definition of hN,
by Leima 3.6. Hence, from Lama 3.5, (3.35) log AN N -x.
Theorem 2.1 now follows by substituting (3.33), (3.34) , and (3.35)
in Lemma 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.2
The main difference between the proofs of The•,rems 2.1 and 2.2 lies in the treat-uent of the asn A., de.fined in (3.9) . Hern, Proof. This is Theorem 7.1 of HfJek (1964).
SLms 3.8ý
Let p and h. be given by (3.41) and (3, 42) , respectively, and let (2.9) obtain. With C as in ( 
